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without thoroughtraining, continuedmonitoring and well-informedadvisory
services.
I trust that the realistic approach of the authors will generate further
discussions on the feasibility and desirability of the shift from supply-driven
to demand-based irrigation operations in Pakistan. Comments on the paper
are cordially invited.

Jacob W.Kijne
Director
IIMI Pakistan
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THE IDEA TO match water supplies with crop water demands has been

debated in Pakistan for quite some time. It has not been questioned that
supplying water according to the demand of the crops (often called
demand-based irrigation) would help improve the efficiency with which
water -an extremely scarce resource in the country -is used in irrigated
agriculture. The question, however, is how this could be achieved in
irrigation systems where, traditionally, water application is supply-driven.
In the North-West Frontier Province, two systems have been modernized
and in the design, the possibility has been considered of varying the supply
according totheneedsofthecropsunderintensivecultivation.Thesesystems
offer an opportunity for pilot-scale studies of a flexible management system.
IIh4I hasbeen asked to collaborate with the Provincial Irrigation Department
in studying the possible implementationof acrop-based distribution of canal
water in these systems.
This IIMI Country Paper reviews the various management options for
flexible management systems at fann and system levels. The conclusion the
authors reach from their penetrating analysis of these options is that several
causes, such as the design of the systems, the irrigation practices that
irrigationengineers are used to, and the socioeconomjcenvironment,prevent
aready shift from supply-driventodemand-basedimgationopentions.They
state that even a modified demand-based management, in which the supplies
to farmers are subject to limitations in rate, duration or frequency of the
supplies, would require major physical changes in the design, and vastly
different and complex management forms. Neither farmers nor engineers of
the Inigation Department can be expected to be ready for such changes
ix
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SUMMARY

As this provides an opportunity to develop and pilot-test management
approachestoachievemoreappqniatematchingofwaterdeliveryandcp
water demand, both the Federal and Provincial governments have requested
IIMI’s participation in a collaborative effort to evolve more responsive
management systems. With the assistance from the Asian Development
Bank,IIMI has taken steps to launch apilot-scale action research activity for
this purpose in two modernized systems in the NWFP.
F’re1imin;lly observations made during the inception stage of this study
indicate that, in the present institutional and technical context of Pakitan’s
irrigation, a shift fromthe traditional supply-oriented mode cannot be simple
and straightforwmd. More flexible modes of management can only be
introduced after many options are critically analyzed, and their associated
imperatives of institutional and managerial change are identified, testedand
refmed through action research. A concerted effort in this direction is long
overdue.

I
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Summary

complex irrigation system is characterized by its
original design to provide the maximum number of people with reasonable
protection against the effects of severe drought, and by its administered
operational mode, whichseeks to achieve this objective in the most equitable
manner, The broad protection and equity objectives were based on a delivery
system that assumed full supply level flow of water in distributary channels
andopen outlets to farmer watercourses,andalso acroppingintensity ofonly
about 75 percent of the command area for the two cropping seasons.
Over the years, these conditions have changed. Given the extensive
infrastructure network and repetitive fiscal constraints, the maintenance
effort has not been able to sustain the necessary hydraulic conditions in the
physical system. Meanwhile, cropping patterns have changed and cropping
intensities have increased. These changes have led to severe water
distribution problems particularly affecting the tail-end farmers, and to an
increasing realization of the limitations of administered supply-oriented
imgation operations.
In the North-West Frontier Province (NWFP) steps have been taken to
redesign and remodel someof these irrigation systems with conscious regard
to the crop water requirements for more intensive cropping. Though this has
resulted in enhanced delivery capacities in the physical systems to meet the
peak irrigation demand, it has also introduced some management
implications including a requirement for the seasonal and spatial regulation
of water delivery without which water wastage and drainage problems are
likely to be exacerbated.

PAKISTAN'S LARGE AND
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
A SHIFTFROM the traditional supply-oriented system of irrigation operations
to one that is based on demand, or to one that corresponds to crop-water
requirements, is among the most challenging issues confronting the Pakistan
imgation sector. The challenges are compounded by the complexity, size
and limitations of Pakistan’s canal irrigation systems, and the social,
institutional and managerial implications related to their operations.
Pakistan’s National Commission on Agriculture, noting these problems,
specifically recommended that plans should be developed on the basis of
results from pilot studies for the distribution of inigation supplies more in
line with cropwater requirements in different canal commands.
Two modemized irrigation systems in Pakistan’s North-West Frontier
which consideration has been given in the designs to
Province (”),in
the crop-water requirements for intensive cultivation, seem to offer an
opportunity for pilot-scale studies of flexible management systems. In these
modernized systems, substantial improvements in irrigation performance
and consequent agricultural production can be expected, if water
requirements of the crops can he met within the given supply consb’aints. If
the modernization of-systems is not accompanied by adequate changes in
their management and operation allowing for greater flexibility, and if the
traditional supply-oriented operations are allowed to continue, the
anticipated retum on investments may not be achieved, and moreover,
significant inefficiencies in water use could exacerbate existing drainage
problems. Also, there could be implications of water availability for
downstream users.
A flexible management system requires an appreciation by the farmers
and agency personnel that the cropping patterns should remain within the
limitations of variable water supply, and that the water delivery should
closely correspond to the crop-water requirements throughout the cropping
seasons. Without this awareness, there could be a tendency for the ad hoc
utilization of the system’s full capacity (which is intended only for the peak
requirement), and while this may result in an increased cropped area, or in a
1
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change in the cropping pattern, the supplies would have little relation to the
variable needs, and the outcome may conhibute to a suboptimal agricultural
performance and the exacerbation of drainage problems.
Flexibility of management responding to cropwater demand can be
achieved in several different forms of demand-based operations. The
appropriateness of each, however, depends on a number of situational
factors. An understanding of different methods is essential before selecting
the most suitable solutions in Pakistan's context.
The objective of this paper is to analyze the potential for more flexible
water delivery methods in Pakistan's modernized irrigation systems in the
design of which some consideration has been given to the cmp-water
requirements. In order to place this analysis in the present context, the paper
stxts withabackgmundofthepresentcanal irrigation operationsinPakistan,
and also gives a brief description of the range of irrigation scheduling
practices.
The paper is based on a literature review, and the preliminary field work
conducted in connection with the development of IIMI's recently initiated
research project on Crop-Based Irrigation Operations in the NWFP.

!
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CHAPTER 2

Background
IRRIGATION ALONG THE^^^^^^ andstreams has been practiced inPakistan for
centuries. The present irrigation systems, which are essentially confined to
the Indus Plains, are the result of the pioneering work of the British, who
started them from the middle of the last century. This development was based
on the flows of the river Indus and its tributaries, which carried year-round
copious supplies derived from the summer monsoons and the snow melt in
the Himalayas. These systems. relying on the run-of-the-river flows, could
be conveniently developed over large areas in the flat plains as water could
be transported over long distances when the river levels were high (as in
summer), or if they could be raised by constructing weirs or barrages for
diverting the low winter flows.
Initial irrigation development, the origin of which can be traced to
pre-British times, was through inundation canals which functioned only
during periods of high river flows, mainly in the kharq season, providing
some residual soil moisture for winter crops in the rabi season. This was
followed by the development of perennial irrigation systems during the
British period, in which year-round irrigation supplies could be run. As the
winter flows were only about a fourth of the summer flows, two types of
systems came into being, nowperennial and perennial, depending upon the
appropriation of the low flows.
In Punjab Province, the irrigation systems, which were developed on a
river-basin concept (with inter-river transfer), were severed with thecreation
of Pakistan in 1947. This led to a dispute with India on the sharing of the
riverwaters. However,itwasresolvedundertheIndusWaterTreatyof1960,
with the construction of link canals from the Westem rivers (Indus, Jhelum
and the Chenab allocated to Pakistan), to feed the systems previously
supplied by the Eastern rivers (Ravi, Beas and Sutlej) over which India could
exercise exclusive control.
In recent years, progressive improvements have been made and barrages
have been constructed to control the diversions to all the major systems. A
significant improvement, following the Indus Water Treaty, has been the

3
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construction of surface storage reservoirs with a total initial live storage of
19.07 billion cubic meters (15.46 million acre-feet [MAFI): Mangla on the
Jhelum River, 6.59 billion cubic meters (5.34 MAF), Tarbela on the Indus,
11.61 billion cubic meters (9.41 MAF), and Chashma also on the Indus, 0.87
billion cubic meters or0.71 h4AFWAPDA 1979). Thus, the link canals and
thestolage haveprovidedanelementofflexibilityinmanaging the riverflows.
As it stands, the irrigation system of the Indus Plains, with a total
culturable command area (CCA) of 13.5 million hectares (ha) (34.556
million acres), of which an extent of 8.4 million ha (20.8 million acres) is
perennial, is the most extensive single river basin integrated system in the
world. It comprises the Indus and its major tributaries, 3 storage reservoirs,
19 barrages or headworks, 43 canal commands and some 88,600
watercourses. The length of canals with a diversion capacity of 7,318 cubic
meters per second or 258,600 cusecs, is about 57.130 kilometers (km)
(35,500 miles) and of watercourse and fmchannels a b u t 1.6 million km.
Although it is one of the first engineered systems and includes pioneering
innovations, the irrigation canal system has become strongly constrained in
some respects, particularly as regards water management for meeting crop
water requirements, both in terms of quantity and timeliness of application.
The physical characteristics of the existing canal systems, conceived
under a set of conditions and objectives different from those that prevail
today,andtheirvastgeognphic scale,areconstraintstopotential adjustment
for current conditions and objectives. The canals were constructed for the
purpose of opening up new cultivable but sparsely populated lands, both to
realize income to the government from the sale of waste crown lands and to
alleviate chronic famines by resettling fanners from poorer areas.
The physical layout and design of the canal system were evolved
empirically to fit into the pattern of water supplies available in the
unregulated rivers and to meet the objective of ’‘bringing to maturity the
largest area of crop with the minimum consumption of water.”’ Due to the
limited amount of water available in nbi or the Oclober to April low-flow
period, only about 8.5 million ha (21 million acres) of the total CCA could

1 For dewils. see the Kevenue Manual of the Irrigation Branch. P w j n b Puhlic W o k s
Depanment. Founh Edition. 1966.
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be provided with perennial supply, with the remainder receiving water only
in the summer high-flow season.
Irrigation intensities, or the total land area to be irrigated in the two crop
seasons in relation to the culturable commanded area, were designed to be
quite low, averaging about 75 percent (about 50% in W a n d 25% in rabi
amounting to 37.5% of full double-crop potential). The idea was to settle as
much land as possible. The designed water allowance, or the rate of water
supply to the farms was kept at about 0.25 liters per second per ha (3 to 4
cusecs per 1,ooOacres) of the CCA for the perennial systems. Table 1 typifies
the values for the earlier canal systems and contrasts them with the recent
changes in modernized irrigation systems, the Chashma Right Bank Canal
(CRBC) and the Lower Swat Canal W C ) .
Traditionally, the allocation and distribution of water within the canal
command are controlled essentially by the pattern of water supply received

Table I.Waferallowance in major perennial canals in Pakistan

Year

canal s y s l m

1 Central Bari Dosb
Sidhnsi
Lowerswat

1859

LowerChenab
Lowverlhelum
Upperfidurn
Panjnad
Rohri
That
CRBC

1892
I901
1915
1929
1932
1947
1987

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
0

1 LowerSwa1
(Remodeled)
Sources:

C ~ acapadty
l

paitions
started

1887
1890

-

[Cusecs)

73.58
127.35
22.64
325.45
150.00
53.77
254.7
316.96
283.00
130.1
55.0

Llslha

:usen per
,000acrm)

0.23
0.21
0.44
0.22
0.20
0.21

(3.22)
( 3.00)
(6.15)
(3.17)
(2.84)
(3.03)
(4.20)
(2.84)
(3.18)
( 7.53)

0.30

0.20
0.23
0.53
0.78

(I1.W)

Revised Action Programme for Inigated Agriculture. Vol.1, WAPDA 1979.llun 10
fmm PC-I (Revised) for CRBC Project. WAPDA May 1981. lteiii 11 from Final
Project Plan. Madm SCARP, June 1981 (Draft Repolt) H a n d N e s p i k Consulmu.

6
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at the headworks. This, together with the limited hydraulic flexibility within
thecanal system, limits thescope forresponse tovariations in demand within
the commands. The main water distribution objective, then, is to try to
maintain equity of supply throughout the command, especially to the tail
reaches during periods of high demand.
Cbnveyance of water from the canals to the farm field is by w a t e r c o m
which are supplied through field moghus (outlets) that take off from
distributqies and minors. Within a watercome command, ranging from 80
to 280 ha (200 to 700 acres) in size, the shareholders receive a supply of
water Proportjonate to their holdings. This is accomplished by assigning the
entire flow of the watercourse., usually between one and three cusecs, to one
farm for a specified time period on a seven-day rotation. The rotation
schedule, called the wurubundi is established by the Irrigation Department,
if not mutually agreed by the fanners.
A basic design concept in the canal system is to provide equitable
distribution with minimum opportunity for human interference, and to be
operated at low cost by a small staff with limited means of rapid
communication overthelong distancesinvolved(thedistance from theRohri
Canal head regulator to the tail-end regulators is about 320 km). To meet
these requirements a simple, but very effectivedesign was evolved. Ungated
outlets having a discharge in proportion to the area to be inigated are used
for distribution of the supplies. These outlets operate whenever the minor or
distributary channel is running. A minimum number of canal flow regulation
s!ructures are provided, and these are used primarily to turn branches and
distributaries full on or off, and to prevent overflowing. Very few escapes
are provided, and these are located near canal heads, or at major junctions
for convenience in emergency use. No tail escapes are provided, with the
result that surplus flows are absorbed on the farm land. As is the case with
design intensities, these concepts were valid for the conditions of the past,
but the inflexibility of the system now is a constraint to water management
for maximum crop production.
The hydraulic design of the existing inigation channels also has
substantial bearing on present water management and potential for water
management improvement. Almost all channels are unlined earth smctures
designed to remain in annual equilibrium or regime under conditions of
seasonally varying sediment loads; that is, there should be no net deposition
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or scour in the canal bed, and the canal should not tend to meander from its
alignment by bank erosion and shoaling. A universal requirement of regime
operation is that the canal must be operated within a narrow range of
discharges - usually between 80 percent and 110 percent of design full
supply discharge. Maintaining proportionality of the nonadjustable
watercourse outlets also requires that the canal be operated in a n m w
discharge range. Under these constraints. the only way to operate the canal
system under low water availability or to meet low water requirements is by
rotation; that is, alternately operating the canal, or its branches or
distributaries. in cycles of full discharge and no discharge. This type of
operation at least doubles the interval between irrigation and introduces yield
reducing moisture stress in the crop.
Inequities in the irrigation supplies in relation to the crop-water
requirements are a pronounced feature of the irrigation systems in Pakistan.
Even in those areas where groundwater has k e n developed as an irrigation
supplement, the mismatch persists. A study by the Water and Power
Development Authority (WAPDA 1979)for an average year has brought out
significant variations (both positive and negative) between the crop
consumptive use and total irrigation supplies, from month to month as well
as between different canal commands for all months. The ratio of water
supply to crop consumptive use for typical canal systems, from this study is
depicted in Table 2.
Thecharacteristics of the canal systems depicted above are.seen as having
the following consequences:
1. Low productivity as supplies fall short of the crop-water

requirements during the growing periods or at critical stages of
growth.

2. The inadequacy of supplies at the time of sowing of crops resulting
in prolracted sowing periods, beyond the proper time, and thus
lowering productivity.
3. Inadequate supplies available at the time of sowing restricting the
area under crop, although excess supplies are.available later in the
season.

8
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The designed capacities of the systems restricting more supplies to
meet the crop-water requirements, even if excess supplies are
available in the rivers during summer.

5. Irrigation supplies in excess of the cropwater requirements causing
drainage problems and resulting in waterlogging and salinity.
The National Commission on Agriculture (1988) has noted that there is
seldom enough canal water to meet the entire water requirements of crops.
Shortages occur during critical periodsof the crop-growth cycle, resulting in
water stress and lower yields. The Commission has, therefore, recommended
the development of macro-level water management plans for the distribution
of irrigation supplies, including available groundwater more in line with
crop-waterrequirementsin different canal commands. TheCommission has,
however, cautioned that to bring about a closer link between the imgation
supplies and the crop-water requirements, crop zoning and water scheduling
should be taken up initially on a pilot scale before its wider introduction.

!
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CHAPTER 3

Theoretical Framework
REQUIRES HARDLY any substantiation for the fact that, in irrigation
systems, one impoaant prerequisite for optimum agricultural production is
the delivery of irrigation supplies to the farms according to the crop-water
requirements and other farming needs. The demand for water by the farmer
at his convenience and as dictated by climatic conditions can vary markedly
in different pms of the system and also during the growing season. It is the
magnitude of these changes and the extent to which they can be
accommodated by the capability and design of the supply system, and its
management, which determine the flexibility in the delivery schedules, and,
in turn, the overall efficiency of water use.
The way water is delivered in terms offrequency. rate and duration is
expressed by the water supply delivery schedules. The schedules are
generally categorized as Rotution, Arranged and Demand (ASCE 1984,
1987). These variations in irrigation schedules depend on:

IT

1) the degree of flexibility given to the water user in terms of frequency,
flow rates and duration: and
2) the level within the delivery system at which irrigation delivery
decisions are made (local, intermediate or central control).

The rotation schedules are preset, as in the case of Pakistan's canal water
warabandi system, and do not permit any user control. The arranged
schedules require communication with the supplier to arrange the time and
the quantity of delivery, whereas thedemand schedulesprovidethe user with
water as he needs it under his own control within the limits of system
capacity.
The definitions of the different scheduling methods, as given by
Clemmens (1987). are presented below in Table 3 which brings out, in the
order of decreasing flexibility, the choice of the farmers in respect of
frequency, rate and duration of the irrigation supplies. Table 3 is followed
by the descriptions of the various methods, also as given by Clemmens
(1987).
11
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Table 3. Definitions of delivery scheduling methods.
Syskm ronstrnlnts
Schedule eategodm

Loenl con1rol
Dmand schedule
Limited rate demand schedule
Arranged frequency demaud schedule
ln1ermedjote contrd
Arranged schedule
Limited rate arranged schedule
Restricted arranged schedule
Fixed duration s m g e d schedule
Fixed nte/restricled arranged schedule

hqufncy

Rate

DurnUan

U

U
L
L

U

A
A
A
A
A

A
L
C
C

A
A
C

F

C

V
V

V

V
V

F

F
F

F

FV)

FV)

F

FV)
FV)

U

A

U
U

F

Central conrrol

Central system schcdule
Fixed mount schedule
Rotation schedule
Varied amount mtation schedule
Varied frequency mhtim schedule
Continuous flow schedule

Nofes: U

F

FV)

unlimited. no restriction, underuser control
: limited lo maximum flow nte. but still arranged
A ; a m g e d between the user and the water authority
C : constant during inigation as a m g e d
;

L

F : fixed by central policy
V : varied by central authority, at aulhority’s discretion
(V) : varied by central authority. seasonally by policy
Source: Clemmenr. 1987:19

ROTATION SCHEDULES
Rotation schedules are the most reslrictive of all irrigation schedules, as the
frequency, rate and duration are fixed by the central irrigation agency and
remain fixed for the entire season. Such systems are common in developing
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countries (e.g., warabandi systems in Pakistan and Northern India). A
rotation schedule can be administered with least control over the operations,
thus keeping management intensity at a low level,and it is usually considered
moreequitable than a flexibledeliveryschedule whereintermediateand local
intervention are often needed.
Several variations can be seen in rotation schedules, and some of them
are:
Continuous flow schedules. which constitute a special case of
rotation systems, where the duration is the entire season and the
frequency is Once per year. Continuous flow systems can be used in
places where water is plentiful and the growing season is short, and
the efficiency of irrigation practices for maximum yield is not
considered essential. Here, flow rates can be varied over the season
to meet crop-water needs better. In many cases, while a constant rate
is delivered to a farm, the stream is rotated between fields.

Varied-amount roration schedules, which constitute one way of
adjusting the volume of water delivered at various stages during the
growing season. In general. the frequency remains fixed, while the
duration and/or rate are varied to apply more or less water to a
particular area. Adjustments in rate are fairly easily accomplished;
however, adjustments in duration without adjustments in frequency
are a little more difficult. One example would be to supply water half
the time to alternate rotation areas.
Varied-frequency rotation schedules, which constitute another way
of adjusting for variations in crop-water use over the irrigation
season. Under these schedules, the frequency of delivery is varied.
Again, it is somewhat difficult to accomplish without rate and
duration variations, except in even multiples, for example, twice the
irrigation frequency during peak use periods over that in the early
and late seasons.

14
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ARRANGED SCHEDULES
Under arranged schedules, the frequency, rate and duration are arranged
between the user (farmer) and the water supply agency. Often, these
arrangements are made more on a local level, rather than on a project level,
allowing for greater flexibility in arrangements, for example the last-minute
changes. The advantage of arranged schedules is that while they provide
flexibility for farm operations, they also allow for simpler delivery system
operations than do demand systems. In fact, the delivery system operational
capabilities have a very direct impact on how flexible an arranged schedule
can be. In essence, there is a continuum of possibilities from a pure demand
system to a very restricted arranged system. The difference between these
schedules and rotation schedules is that in the latter, all decisions are made
by a central authority.
Thetimingofarrangementsisanimportantfeatureofanangedschedules,
and it can have a significant impact on the success or failure of the arranged
schedule. The characteristics of the irrigation system would determine
whether the lead-time would be short or long. These differences can be
significant,particularly for some irrigation scheduling methods. In addition,
it may be necessary to change duration (or even rate) during the course of an
irrigation. This is easier to accomplish when durations are not fixed by the
operating agency, since it may just mean rearranging the start time for the
subsequent user. A number of common arranged schedules are given below:
Limited rate arranged schedules are very flexible in that restrictions
are placed only on the flow rate. with frequency and duration
arranged according to fanner needs. These arrangements allow for
changes in kequency and duration during the irrigation process, not
under direct farmer control. but through arrangement.
Restricted arranged schedules are somewhat less flexible in that
once set for an irrigation, rate and duration are fixed and
unchangeable. This precludes any irrigation adjustments for
conditions during the irrigation process.
Other schedules include thefixedduration arrangedschedule where
the irrigation duration is fixed and unchangeable even by
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mangemenl, and thefixed rate arranRed schedule. where the flow
rate is fixed and nonnegotiable.

DEMAND SCHEDULES
Demand schedules, being the most flexible of all irrigation schedules, should
allow, in their ideal form, an unrestricted amount of water to be taken from
the system at the user’s convenience. Such ideal systems would not only he
technically impracticable but also prohibitively expensive. Two demand
schedules, which seem practicable, are summarized below:
Lim’red rate demund schedules: Limited rate demand schedules
allow the user to determine the frequency, rate and duration, but
within a flow rate limited to a maximum amount, and they provide a
considerably flexible and at the same time a feasible system of
operations. Very little communication is needed between the
operator and the user. Several such systems for surface irrigation are
in usethroughtheuseofreservoirsandlev~topcanals,akinto‘water
on tap’ in domestic water supply systems.
Arrangedfrequency demundscheduics: Arranged frequency demand
schedules add a further restriction on water delivery in that the time
an irrigation can begin is arranged: but once the irrigation begins, the
user is in complete control of the water supply and delivery. Such a
scheduling system would be feasible for trickle or sprinkler
irrigation.
1 John L. Merriam has extensively documented his experience in a pilot project on arranged
demand schedules. covering 147 one-heclam farms in Ares H of the Mahawueli Project in Sri
Lanka(MemamandDavids 1986: Memimetal. 1987). Asimilarattcmpwasmadeby him
in 1989, in a pilot area of 60 acres in Madm SCARP, NWFP in Pakistan, to demonstrate a
demand system based on a flexibly arranged schedule basin. Xiis pilot project was to lake
supplies from mmodcled level tap canal facilities to il distribution box. from whem an
underground concretepipehe would serve different m a $ in he watercourse command. The
tad cost of the pjla project amounted to about Rs. 3,366,000. which was considered by the
Pakistan authorities as excessive.
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In addition to the three main categories of scheduling methods, a new
method of scheduling irrigation operations was proposed by theU.S. Bureau
of Reclmalion in the 1970s (Clemmens 1987).The idea behind this method,
called the central system scheduling, was to improve the predictive ability
of the project in estimating water needs seven1 days ahead of time. This
would hopefully reduce shortcomings in diversions of water, while reducing
the lead-time for ordering water as well. The idea was for the irrigation
district lo schedule all irrigations for the farmers on a project-wide basis
which is based on forecast of future demand. This could be used to better
match crop-water needs within flow rate capacity restrictions of the delivery
system. However, in the US.project5 where this type of schedule had been
suggested, it had met with considerable resistance from fnrmers. since the
method tended to reduce the degree of farmer control over their concerns.

RIGID SCHEDULES VERSUS FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULES

I

Rigid delivery schedules (rotation and continuous flow) allow for relatively
easy and less-expensive delivery system operations, but the deliveries may
not be according to crop-water needs or at the convenience of the higator.
In the case of flexible delivery schedules (arranged and demand), water
deliveries can be made lo match crop-water needs; but this requires
sophistication in the physical and management systems, at added cost.
Central system scheduling offers avia media. Here decisions can be made
centrally for an area, but frequencies are varied in accordznce with
crop-water nceds. Such systems are a compromise between the rigid, but
administratively simple delivery schedules; and the more complexsupply
system operations, which also provide added flexibility to meet the
crop-water requirements. It can be applied to large farming operations, with
a single decision-making body, where, trade-offs in demands for water can
be effected to given “optimum” returns. When a number of individual
farmers are involved, the“optimum” allocation and distribution of water for
the project may not be acceptable to individual Carmers whose interests may
not be compatible. For the system to work effectively. the incenlivcs of Ihe

I
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adminismtive body and thoseofthe farmers shouldalsobe compatible.That
is, unless the schedulers’ rewards are tied to overall project pcrformance in
achieving good results, such a system is likely to fail.
A decision between rigid and more flexible schedules depends on an
assessment of situational requirements. However, this type of assessment is
not made often, even when new systems are designed and/or existing ones
are remodeled. Past practices often determine the delivery schedule in use,
although it may not be the best schedule to use for a given project. Another
neglected aspect, sometimes. is the possibility of using different schedules
in different parts of the same project for moreeffectiveandeconomical water
distribution.
Though the introduction of flexibility may involve additional costs for
upgrading the system and in its operation, this should be viewed in the
context of the potential for greater benefits from a flexible system. This
aspect has to be examined for each situation. Thus, it is important to select
the proper degree of delivery flexibility that allows the farmer to operate
reasonably independently, and more productively, while allowing for
efficient water distribution system operations.
The overall objective of any delivery schedule must be to better meet the
crop-water requirements, and 31 the same time it should ensure a greater
efficiency in waleruse on thesystem and by the farmers.Theselectionshould
take into account the farm and system operational conditions, as well as
acceptance of the scheduling method by farmers. The farm operational
conditions require consideration of such factors as the types of crops to be
grown, the sizes of the farms, imgation practices in use, and the farmers’
knowledge of irrigation and water management. The system operational
conditions to be considered are system capability, infrastructural and
operational requirements, and above all, the economics. The method should
be acceptable to the farmers as an appropriate and equitable way of
distributing water.

,
~
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design of CRBC and remodeling of LSC are based on main canal capacities
adequate for a supply at the outlets of about 0.60 and 0.77 liters per second
per hectare (Ipsha) (8.6 and 11 cusecs for 1,000 acres), respectively,
compared to the more traditional system capacity of 0.28 Ipsha (4
cusecs/l,oOO acres). Both the CRBC and the LSC are located in the upper
reaches of the Indus Basin, and have relatively better access to supply of
water than the other lower systems.
Another special feature in these two systems is that unlike in other
irrigation systemsin thelndusPlains,theuseof groundwater as asupplement
to canal supplies to meet crop-water requirements has not been considered.
Thebadquality of groundwatermay have been the reason in the case of LSC,
whereas in the CRBC, the arrival of canal water to the newly developedarea
has made the few existing tubewells redundant, at least for the present.
The main characteristics of the design changes in the two systems are
outlined in the following paragraphs.

CHASHMA RIGHT BANK CANAL (CRBC) SYSTEM
TheCRBC is amajor perennial surface irrigation project designed to irrigate
230,675 ha (570,000 acres) with a 270-km long gravity flow main canal
(capacity 138 cubic meters per second or 4,879 cusecs), and a network of
subsidiary canals aggregating about 600 km. The project is to he
implemented in three stages. Stage I will serve 56,000 ha (140,000 acres),
about a quarter of the total Culturable Command Area (CCA), of which
4 1 . W ha (104,OOO acres) fall within the old P a h q u r Canal System,
remodeled for increased capacity. The dishibutaaies of this system are now
being fed from the CRBC by providing link channels. There are 10 irrigation
offtakes (distributaries) from CRBC in Stage I, with a design discharge
ranging from 700 Ips to 6.400 Ips (25 cusecs to 227 cusecs). Although most
of Stage 1constnktion and Paharpur remodeling work has been completed,
the main canal’s full capacity is not likely to he utilized for the next 10 years
until the completion of Stages I1 and 111, and the extension of irrigation to
new lands.
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The capacity of the CRBC has been fixed to meel peak crop-water
requirements for a projected annual cropping intensity of 150 percent (90%
in n b i and 60%in kharif). The water allowance at the watercourse head has
been fixed as 0.60 Ips/ha or 8.56 cusecs/l,oOO acres (about 14% in excess Of
the theoretical requirement) as against the traditional water allowance of
0.21-0.28 Ips/ha or 3 4 cusecs/1,000 acres. Since the outlets are designed
for this significantincrease, water delivery capacity would not be aconstraint
for crop-based irrigation within the planned cropping pattern. The design
cropping pattern for CRBC is given in Table 4, and the 10 daily irrigation
water requirements at the watercourse head are shown in Figure 1 (p.22).
Tuble 4 . Propsed cropping putfern and cropping inrensily. C l m s h Right Bonk
Cmal (CRBC).

I

Rice
Maize
Millet

2
10
3
1s
10
10
5
5

S"&.lCWW

Cmon
Fodder
Gardens
Miscellaneous
Weeetnbles)
-

I

Total kharif
Roh
Wheal
tirams and Pulses

60

45
5

Sugarcane

IS

Fodder
Oilseed$
Gardens
Miwellmeour

10

5
5
S

~

Total rabi

-.

Annual total

90
150

Sorrrcr: PC-I Profonna (Revised), Phase-I. Gravity R o w System. Chasluna Right Bank
IrripAon Pm,ccI. WAPDA. May. 1981.
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Figure I . Irrigation w@er requiremrtls
C m l (CRBC).
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wntercourxe keud. Chnslwul Right Bank

I
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Further, since the CRBC derives its supplies from the combined river
flows of the Indus and Kabul rivers, as regulated by the Tarbela Dam on the
Indus (live storage of 11.6 billion cubic meters or 9.4 MAF), and again by
the Chashma Barrage. (live storage of 0.6 billion cubic meters or 0.5 MAF),
water deliveries to the CRBC system may be adjustable to the cropping
demands. However, management of the system would have to take account
of seasonal supply levels in relation to the possible changes in the cropping
pattern.
The main canal has few cross regulators to permit the utilization of
channel storage forregulating the flows. Whereas thedistributary heads have
manually operated gates, only a few minors offtaking from these
distributaries have any control. The flow entering the distribut'xies and
minors is not subject to any further control and they act Z L ~free-dmining
systems, but withoul provision for escapes for unused water. When the
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distributaries and minors are running, water will flow continuously to all the
c h a k (service areas), through ungated outlets whose capacity has been
determined on the basis of the CCA of the area to be served. As per existing
practice, the entire outlet discharge is to be taken by the farmers in a fixed
time-based rotation, in individual chaks varying in size from 40 to 200 ha

LOWER SWAT CANAL (LSC) SYSTEM
The LSC was originally constructed in 1885 and remodeled in 1935 for an
authorizedfull supply dischargeof23.5 cubicmeterspersecond(830 cusecs)
foragmsscommandar~aof53,800ha(134,500acres)with aCCAof49.440
ha (123,600 acres). The original design of the LSC was based on an annual
croppingintensityof lO0percent (60%in kharifand40% inrabi) andchannel
capacities of about 0.42 I p s h (6 cusecs per 1,000 acres), measured at
distributary head. Over the years, the cropping intensity has increased to 150
percent.
As part of a drainage project, SCARP Mardan, the LSC is being
remodeled for a diversion capacity of S4.9 cubic meters per second (1,940
cusecs) providing for a water allowance of 77 Ipsha (I1 cusecs per 1,oOO
acres). Because of the increase in outlet discharge, almost 150 watercourses
will bc converted into minors having generally two outlets. The system
consists of a contour feeder channel 35 km long, which provides water to 10
distributaries 112 km in length, and 19 minors with a total length of 133 km.
The LSC derives its water supplies from the Swat River at Munda
Headworks. The natural flows of the river are sufficient to supply projected
water requirements of the LSC system 98 percent of the time. Shortiges me
expected during October and November for 1.6 percent of the time, the
average shortage being about 23 percent. Thus, for crop-based operation of
the canal, the supply is not a constraint for optimum crop yield.
The original design of the LSC for distribution of water to watercourses
was via adjustable proportional modules (APMs),' a typically
1 APMs are adjusted far Ihr required discharge when outlets are inridled after w h i d they are
not readjuslablo.

--.

...
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supplyoriented system. The system is remodeled now not only to overcome
channel capacity constraints for increasing cropping intensity from 100
percentto 180percent(90%inrabiand90%inkharif [seeTable51),butalso
to replace the APMs with adjustable gates, making discharges to
watercourses adjustable in accordance with crop-water requirements. The
irrigation water requirements for the designedcropping pattern andintensity
have been worked out on a 10-day basis as shown in Figure 2 (p.25).
Tables.Proposedcroppingpattern ond cropping intensity,Lower Swat Canal (UC).
Cropping intensity
(In W )

crops
Kharif
Maize
TObsCCO
sugarcane

30
10

30

Orchard
Vegetables

Fodder
Total kharif

5
5
10
90

Rnb;
Wheat
sugarbeet

30

Sugarcane
Orch*d
Vegetables
Fodder

30

10

5
5
10

Total rabi
Annual
I

I
~

~

!

I
I

90
180

Source: Operation and Maintenance Manual, Mardan Scarp. Hana-Nespak Consultants.
April 1985.

As part of the remodeling effort, all branch, distributary and minor
offtakes have been provided with gates and gauges, replacing the traditional
open flumes, but no cross regulators have been provided in the system.
Escapes have been provided only in the main canal, and not in the
distributaries and the minors.

!
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Figure 2. Irrigdion water requirmenrs d watercourse icead. Lower Swat Canal
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CHAPTER 5

Options in Pakistan
THE

,

FARM AND system operational conditions, as set out above, are
important determinants of delivery system schedules. In the local context
theseconditionsarediscussedlabring out theimplicationsfordemand-based
operations in the modernized systems.
The imgation systems in Pakistan are essentially all gravity systems fed
from natural river flows, which are regulated for inter-seasonal transfer of
water by the Mangla and Tarbela dams, and the Chashma Barrage with a
total live storage capacity of about 18.5 billion cubic meters (15 MAF)
against the mean annual inflow of 172.7 billion cubic meters (140 MAF).
Considering that there is no over-year storage, the supply can vary from year
to year, and the limited storage available is inadequate for intra-seasonal
supply regulation. This situation has serious implications for any type of
demand-based operations. However, for the CRBC and LSC, as brought Out
earlier, the supply side need not pose a problem.
The irrigation systems, consisting of main canals, branches. distributaries
and minors are very large in extent and, Iherefore, pose problems of
regulation in the absence of any in-system storage. The lead-times for
ordering or curtailing the supplies are also consequently quite large.
Designed for a slope to carry the required discharge, the canals themselves
do not offer much scope for storage-in-transit, which could be regulated.
The canals are unlined and this restricts the range of discharges that can
be mn so as to avoid problems of scour and siltation. During periods of high
river flows, the supplies to some of the systems have to be cut off to avoid
the entry of high silt loads. Even otherwise, the supplies are cut off once a
yearforaminimumperiodofonemonthduringthewintertocmy outannual
maintenance and silt clearance. All these features affect potential
demand-based operations and the scheduling method that can be employed.
Few control structures exist in the system and even in the lined pottions
of the CRBC, there are only a few cross regulators, although this reach of
the canal could be kept almost replete with the full supply level to uti!ize the
channel storage for regulation. The supply from the canals is distributed,
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concurrently throughout the system to groups of farms constituting a chak
from structure.s designed to carry a fixed discharge in proportion to the
irrigableareaofthechak. Within.thechak, thesupplyistakenbyeach farmer
in a weekly rotation for a futed duration (in proportion to the landholding).
It is only when the supplies run short that it is rotated at weekly intervals
among a group of channels to maintain equity in distribution. With these
dominant features in the systems, which are also common in the CRBC and
LSC, the options for demand-based operations are greatly circumscribed.
This does not necessarily mean that the present rigid rotation schedule
cannot be changed to a more responsive management system. Field
observations indicate that the farmers are already intervening in the official
warabandi system, with or without the approval of the authorities, and
sometimes in collusion with them. Outlets are being opened and closed at
the fanners’ will, and unsanctioned outlets and structures are being used for
water distribution. In effect, the strict centrally administered rotation system
has been replaced by some flexibly manged scheduling methods.
A recognition by the authorities of this defacro flexibility in the field is
an initial step toward a proper analysis of the current situation. This will
greatly assist in the identification of possible options of managing the main
system to meet the reality in the field. The physical constraints that tend to
circumscribe the area of action for any change seem to be intrinsically linked
to a number of institutional issues. They include a lack of consideration
toward the essential design management interactions, which perhaps arises
from an administrative culture based on feudal and colonial values. The
farmer is considered as a passive partner in irrigation management, in that
he is expected to accept the new design and obey the new operational rules.
A similar attitudeis probably taken with respect to the “subordinate”officers
who are expected to comply. In both aspects, the expectations seem to have
been far-fetched, and there is considerable room for improvement.

OPTIONS AT THE FARM LEVEL
Farming conditions in Pakistan have to be taken into account in any
consideration of modified irrigation delivery schedules. These cover such
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factors as land tenure, farm size, cropping and irrigation practices, and
farmers’ knowledge.
Theaveragesizeofafarm inPakistanisahout4.7 ha (12acres). However,
the distribution pattern of farms, in numherand size, is skewed. Three percent
of the farms are over 30 ha (75 acres) in size and accounl for 23 percent of
the cropped area, whereas 17 percent of the farms are less than 1 ha (2.5
acres) and cover only 2 percent of thearea. In lermsof land tenure, 55 percent
of the farms are owner-operated, 26 percent are tenant-operated and 19
percent are owner-cum-temnl operated. Preliminary data indicate that the
situation in the two project areas, CRBC and LSC, is not far dilfcrent from
these national averages.
A mix of crops is grown on all irrigated farms in both kharif and rahi
cropping seasons with areal variations in the cropping patterns.
With the traditional practices of land preparation and leveling, the size of
the individual fields, irrigated by the basin method, ranges from 0.04 to 0.2
ha (0.1 to 0.5 acres).
Farmers in Pakistan receive almost no extension services related lo water
management. Therefore, they use estimates based on their own experiences
in deciding when to imgate, how oflen to irrigate and how much water to
apply per irrigation.
Starting with the water demand at the farm, the first issue which has to be
addressed is whether each farmer should he supplied irrigation water
according to hisdemand, or whether thedemand should be modulated within
a group of farmers on a chak so that thc supply cdters to the needs of the
average cropping pattern in the chak, thus maintaining equity. If equity is
maintained at a chak level, the question would then arise whether a disparity
in supply between different chaks would he acceptable. These are matters of
policy which must be decided first, before .my options for water distribution
at the chak level can he considered.
Considering the small size of farms, it would he infeasible to alter the flow
rate for individual farmers in an irrigation cycle in a chnk as the duration
would havc to be adjusted accordingly. The flow rate to a chak could,
however, he changed from one irrigation cycle to the next if the outlet is
gated, permitting the delivery of different volumes of water for successive
irrigations. The use of outlets with a fixed dischargc (which would obviate
tampering and avoid operating needs) would require capacities large cnough
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to meet the peak requirements over the chak within a short period (say 7
days), and the attendant adjustment in the frequency with which the supply
is delivered. This option has been reported for the Sardar Sarovar Project in
India (Frederiksen 1985) except that the discharge at the gated outlet, fixed
at the starl of the season could be changed subsequently by mutual
agreement. In the caseof theLSC, gated outlets have been provided to permit
the variation in the flow rate from one irrigation cycle to the next or for
specific periods during the season.
The duration for which an outlet should be run at a time should be
adequate to meet the irrigation requirements of all the farms served by it.
This can be fixed by flow rate for the area served. For the prevalent sizes of
the chaks and flow rates appropriate for surface irrigation, this duration is
usually fixed as 7 days. Thus, the minimum interval between successive
irrigations would also be 7 days. While it can be argued that this interval is
too large in some cases, the weekly schedule offers great advantages in its
operation as borne out by the warabandi practiced here.
The frequency of irrigation, like the flow rate, cannot be tailored to the
needs of an individual farmer, and has to be kept the same for all farmers
supplied from one outlet. It may be possible theoretically to operate the
outlets at varying intervals, but it would create complex distribution
problems. A fixed frequency or schedule of operation of the outlets would,
therefore, be more appropriate.
A major consideration for any of these options is the organization for
monitoring and effecting the schedule. How best the farmers and agency
operators can be coordinated for this purpose should be the focus for
management-related research associated with findingthe feasibleoptions for
greater flexibility, as this alone will determine, to a large degree, the success
of any new approach.

OPTIONS AT THE MAIN SYSTEM LEVEL
Demand-based operation of an irrigation system involves the supply of
variable quantities of water during the cropping seasons. For the CRBC and
LSC, the systems would have to carry very widely varying discharges for
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different periods of time over the year to meet the projected crop-water
requirement as shown in Table 6. This has implications [or canal operation
in which the system configuration can be an important element.
Table 6. Percent of rime over rhe year for differed discharges.
Diwharge as psrcenl d eapneily
Sysleln

CRBC
LSC

100-75

75- 50

50- 25

< 25

38.7
27.8

41.7
25.0

19.4
19.4

21.8

-

Asageneralrule,itcan bestatedthatforeasyopention,alloulletsonthe
same distribution channel should follow a common schedule. While this is
so, the question arises as to how the channels should be operated when the
supplies to be carried are a small fraction of the designed capacities. The
options could be: 1) running of all the channels at partial flows; 2) rotating
the channels at full capacity; or 3) a combination of the two. There can be
different operating procedures linked to the dishihution schedules of the
outlets. Consideration can be given to the following options, provided that
the institutional and managerial challenges they pose can be met:

*

*

Gate the moghas (outlets) and implement a within-distributary
rotation that allows each watercourse a reduced time of discharge at
essentiallydesign flows. Thisneedsgreaterpatrolling ofmoghas,and
requires a second warabandi for all watercourses, such as a 3.5-day
schedule instead of the 7-day schedule.
Cross regulate distributaries and mn channel at less than design
discharge. This may work without gating moghas, but only if
head-end moghas cannot draw much water when cross regulators are
open. hoblems include determining the number of cross regulators
required to maintain design head at reduced discharge, pawolling the
cross regulators and risk of intense sedimentation, because velocities
would be too low to keep sediment in suspension. Increased
maintenance is probably one outcome.
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*

Rotate between distributaries so that design discharge is maintained
for discrete periods, followed by distributary closure. This is, in fact,
the accepted irrigation department rule, even though it is rarely
implemented at distributary level. Problems remain with this option.
Long canals will suffer from extended periods of filling up, increased
risk of erosion, sedimentation and bank collapse from alternate
wetting anddrying. It also imposesan essential need for coordination
between several distributaries to ensure that main canal discharges
are not unduly affected by opening and closing of different
distributaries at different times.

Thus, there can be several options for operating the irrigation systems
toward ensuring that the irrigation supplies are better matched to the demand.
There can be no true demand-based systems, and what maybe possible can
be termeda “flexible-demandsystems.”Thechoiceoftheparticularmethod
which should be adopted would, however, depend upon the configuration of
the system, its chmcteristics and the pattern of water distribution, both
spatially and temporally. This choice would also be governed by the
feasibility of the institutional arrangements and operating procedures that
may be required. The introduction of demand-based operations would,
therefore, require a thorough study for each system based on the evaluation
of the possible options.

CHAPTER 6

Opportunities for Pilot Studies
THERECOMMENDA~ONOF the National Commission on Agriculture (1988)
on the problems of traditional supply-oriented canal operations was that
scheduling plans should be developed on the basis of results from pilot
studies. Such studies were to assess the potential for the distribution of
irrigation supplies to be. more in line with crop-water requirements in
different canal commands, and how tubewells and canals should be operated
to adequately meet both drainage and crop-water requirements.
Considering the opportunity offered by two modernized irrigation
systems in the NWFF', bath the Federal and Provincial Governments have
requested the International Irrigation Management Institute (IIMI) to
collaborate with Pakistan agencies on possible approaches to the problem.
Accordingly, IIMI has undertaken aresearch study to identify and field-test
an appropriatemanagementapproach for crop-based irrigation operations in
two selected distributaries.
In these modernized systems, substantial improvements in performance
and consequent agricultural production could be expected, if water
requirements of any cropping pattern, that is collectivelydecidedupon, could
be delivered within the prevailing supply constraints. If the modernization
of systems is not accompanied by adequatechangesin their management and
operation, and if the traditional supply-oriented operations are allowed to
continue, the anticipated return on investment will not be achieved. Further,
significant inefficiencies in water use will exacerbate existing drainage
problems, possibly depressing productivity of water and overall
performance.
Also, if higher imgation allocations are supplied to these modemized
systems irrespective ofchanging croppingpatterns,overall water availability
for downstream development is likely to be a recumng problem. A greater
awareness among farmers and agency personnel will be necessary to ensure
that cropping patterns are within constraints of water supply, and that water
delivery closely responds to crop-water requirements throughout the
cropping seasons.
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Whilc steps have k e n taken to redesign and remodel thcsc irrigation
systems, and to provide larger water allocations for more intensive cropping,
these efforts have not been accompnnied by the development of irrigation
management procedures to achieve more appropridte matching o l delivery
and crop-water requiremcnts. The additional water allocated through the
normal water-turn (warabandi) system provides capability to increasc
cropped area, to produce at a higher level in the same croppcd area, and to
change the cropping pattern. A comhination of all three options appears to
be taking place in the projcct areas, but it is unlikely that pcrformance is at
an optimum, technically, economically or socially. Also, there is a general
recognition that the additional opportunities associated with greater
flexibility in water use may bring with them the danger of increased
inefficiency, and that the higher water allocation through the remodeled
system in this context may exacerbate drainage problems.
Consultant reports' have suggested the application oC :in on-demand
management system, in which farmers have the opportunity to request water
deliveries through a water users' organization. permitting them to manage
their own irrigation and agricultural activities. However. the requirements
for the implementation of this type of management system, physically and
organizationally, are recognized as substantially different from the
traditional supply-oriented management system, requiring considerable
long-term commitment by extension service.
In both projects, plans for irrigation operations baed on crop demand are
yet to be fully developed. Many of the new and remodeled system
components designed for higher water allocations are presently in the early
stages of development; even after completion, these will have to be tested
for their sustainable application. In the CRBC Stage 1. canal capacity has
been enhanced to meetpeakrequirementsof water forthe projectedcropping
intensity, and temporary pipe outlets have been installed with no control
mangements for adjustable discharges. In Stage 11; similar design and
construction work is under way. The new system in Stagc I has been
incorporated into the remodeled Paharpur Scheme, but it is not clear whether
the fully designed discharges are being used in the Paharpur area, as
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anticipated. In the LSC, most of the improvement work is complete, but the
control infrastructure in some areas has already been damaged and needs
repair.
Even after completion of these items, the newly established systems need
to betested for sustainableapplication.Preliminary obsetvationssuggest that
fanners within these system areas are not yet prepared to use the increased
water allocationseffectivelyand show apreference to grow crops with higher
water requirements, such as rice and sugarcane. In the Girsar Minor of the
Paharpur Scheme,theextent ofrice increasedfrom 783 acres in 1985 to 1.1 15
acres in 1989; sugarcane acreage increased from 126 to 301 during the same
period. This raises concerns about the likelihood of increased waterlogging,
and the effects of such cropping patterns on downstream water availability.
Thelackofpreparednessamongfarmerstoadjusttoasystemofincreased
water allocations seems to correspond to a similar lack of awareness and
enthusiasm about the new requirements among agency personnel at the
operational level. This surfaces the need for a special effort to identify and
implement a sustained program of research, training and extension. Three
main problems that can form the basis for pilot studies are that:
i. waterresourcesarelimitedorconstraineddespiteincre,?sedirrigation
allocations:

ii. inefficient use of increased irrigation allocations may result in
drainage problems anddeprive downstream areas of water resources;
and
iii. agency personnel and farmers are not prepared for effective use of
increased irrigation allocatjons.
Out of these constraints, supply limitations for both systems, the CRBC
and the LSC, are considered less res!rictive than those in other systems in
Pakistan. In both cases, the peak supply levels, even after the systems have
been fully developed, are very much more than the national average of 0.28
Ipsha. Similarly,the current effortsin providing drainage facilitiescan have
some effect on the increased water table. What remains as a major obstacle,
however, is thelackofinstitutional prepmdnessfortheeffectiveapplication
of improved water management methods and any form of flexible system
management approach.
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The main thrust of the pilot study, therefore,would have to be a carefully
planned and executed effort on institution building, both at system
management and farm levels.
Considerable research effort is to be spent in identifying and defining the
interactiveissuesbetween thephysicaland social systems. Still greatereffoort
is needed to get the actual causes of the problems of system performance
clarified. To what extent are they attributable to the defects in the design,
construction and maintenance of the physical system, and to what extent are
they caused by the institutional deficiencies ?
For instance, preliminary observations in the two system areas have
already surfaced some acute problems in water management: the absence of
warabandi or any alternative to is inequity in water distribution: and water
shortage during peak crop demand. The identification of significant causes
for these problems and their order of contributing effect would greatly help
in developing the possible management solutions to the problem. The pilot
study will attempt to know what contributions the physical features (such as
the location of moghas, low supply levels at the source, seepage or leakage
due to bad maintenance, and changes in the design characteristics in the
canal) and the institutional deficiencies (such as lack of supervision, wrong
procedure, inadequate manpower and other resources, influence of big
landowners or any other form of institutional constraint) make toward
creating these problems. It is more difficult to identify the latter set of
problems and still more difficult is to find solutions to them.
The institutional component of the pilot study will concentrate on
studying three interrelated aspects of irrigation institutions as they relate to
the study areas:
1. Organizations. Irrigation Department, Agriculture Department,
WAPDA, and other support service agencies and farmers’
organizations. The study of this aspect will include their respective
work programs, division of responsibility, delegation of authority,
supervision and accountability, distribution of staff and their
performance assessment methods, and also the intra- and
inter-agency, and agency-farmer coordination mechanisms.
Information exchange and feedback mechanisms will also form an
element in this aspect.
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2. F o m l rules. Acts, promulgations, subsidiary laws, manuals Of
procedure, official instructions, constitutions of associations,
agreements and tribunal decisions.

3. Informal rules. Traditional practices such as kachcha warabandi,
norms, conventions, and other forms of accepted informal behavior.
In the two systems, LSC and CRBC, new design changes have resulted
in physical systems that are partly different h m the model type of canal
systems elsewhere in Pakistan. While increased system capacity is a new
feature common to both systems, the LSC has an additional new feature of
regulation with adjustable gates at the watercourse heads. Basically, both
these physical features envisaged in their design, a new organizational
arrangement for water delivery. at least to regulate the flow when water at
the peak requirement level is not needed in the field. Clearly, this change in
the organization has not only occurred but has not been even planned. This
is illustrative of the gap between technical and institutional considerations.
Reasons for this gap have to be investigated and perceived solutions have to
be ascertained.
At the stages of identifying and field-testing new management
approaches, the institutional and managerial components of the pilot study
will take a more action-research orientation. The effort will be in developing
closecollaborativerelationshipswith theoperating agencies and the farmers.
The intended methodology is to form several Working Groups to meet and
deliberate regularly on the identified issues, and to select components of
research findings that would make viable implementation options. IIMI staff
will play aprominent role in facilitating and coordinating group discussions,
and providing for this purpose the necessary technical inputs, and also in
initiating a problem-oriented training program. In the selection of the most
appropriate option, the relevant policy level personnel will necessarily be
involved. The Study Advisory Committee and the Project Coordination
Committee will be particularly useful at this stage. The Working Group
processes will be closely documented and used in successive meetings as
well as in training programs.
As for measures to obtain farmer participation, the fmal product should
best be from an evolutionary process. A prudent approach would be to assist
the farmers to identify the need for organizing themselves and to assist them
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in establishing the mechanisms to meet that need. At this stage the project
does not seem to require formal farmers’ organizations, hut may initially
require some mechanism for farmers and agency personnel to decide on
seasonal plans for their respective involvements and to delibente on some
of their operational issues.
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